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INVESTIGATION OF A VERY LOW POWER PULSED ARCJET
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Abstract Vb breakdown voltage
Vfall anode and cathode fall voltages

This paper discusses testing and modeling of Vt voltage at peak current
a very low power pulsed arcjet. Power to the 11 plasma resistivity, k-m
arcjet is provided by a capacitive energy store, P propellant density, kg/m 3

which delivers -1 gs current pulses at several K propellant thermal conductivity,

kHz to the electrodes. Tests have been performed W/m-K
on an air-cooled thruster at 92 watts, 14450 pulses Oei electron-ion collision frequency, s-1

per second, and 1 mg/sec of simulated hydrazine en electron-neutral collision frequency, s -

(N 2 + 2H 2 ) propellant. Single-shot tests to pulse cycle time (= /pps), s

construct a Paschen curve show significant scatter

due to material surface conditions, but voltage
breakdown for an operating thruster is constant L Introduction

within 5%. A radiation-cooled thruster has been electrothermal rocket propulsion is 60

fabricated to obtain thrust and Ip measurements. s electrotheral rocket propulsion is 60
A one-dimensional time-dependent heat transfer years old, dating from work in 1933 in the

model is used to calculate heat flux from the Soviet Union as reported by Glushko.1 Power

propellant to the wall, and results are in good supplies, power conditioning, and indeed, launch

agreement with experiment. The pulsed arjet vehicles, did not exist at that time to move the

power is found to be sensitive to propellant flow thruster out of the laboratory, but the basic

rate, nozzle throat diameter, charging current, principle was recognized that pulsed high-

and capillary length, but is insensitive to PFN current discharges could be used to ionize and
capacitance and capillary diameter. heat low molecular weight propellants. The
capacitance and capillary diameterearly experiments used solid propellants. These

have been followed by thruster designs which
Nomenclature electrothermally heat wax-like polymers,2

specific heat, J/kg'K liquids,3 and gases.4

PFN capacitance, F Recent advances in pulsed capacitor

S nozzle throatlary diameter, m technology has brought capacitor lifetimes of

D capiropellary diameterenthalpy , J/kg 1012 cycles within reach. The dielectric systems

h propeant enthalpy, J/kg of these capacitors, such as those developed for
I charging current, amps the Stanford Linear Accelerator, develop low

L caplary length, m internal heating, such that pulse rates up to

S dpropellant massflowrate, kg/s several thousand per second with sub-gs

n particle density, m 3  risetimes are possible. The availability of these

S capillary pressure, Pa capacitors, which can have specific masses less

p pulse rate, ss P than 1 kg/kw, means that pulse power
ps pulse rate, s conditioning for electric thrusters can have high

P power, resistance, efficiency, long life and low mass.

S caprc dischllary resistance, 
t are discharge time, s For the DC arcjet, in which current delivered

V PrN voltage to the thruster is constant, the physics of energy
V PFN voltage
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transport, wall friction loss and nozzle flow constant current to the thruster PFN. Voltage and
kinetics are closely coupled, and can only be current data are recorded with a 10 MHz Soltec
accurately modeled nimerically with a multi- digital oscilloscope and processed on a 286 PC. A
fluid approach using two or more fluids; e. g. 94:1 voltage divider and a 0.1 volt/amp Pearson
electrons and heavy particles.5 In pulsed current monitor are used for signal conditioning.
electrothermal devices, energy addition usually Thruster thermal efficiency is measured using
occurs subsonically, upstream of the nozzle calorimetry on the cooling air flow. The air-
throat, with the result that the plasma is in cooled thruster configuration is shown in Fig. 1
equilibrium, and the physics of the expansion and is the same device as reported in reference 4.
processes are largely uncoupled from the heating.

A radiation cooled thruster (Fig. 2) has been
The use of solid, gel, liquid or gaseous designed and fabricated and will be mounted on a

propellant in a pulsed device makes the thrust stand to obtain thrust and Isp measure-
propellant feed difficult to implement. The feed ments. The thruster design is based on a NASA 1-
problem has not been solved completely for any kw DC arcjet with modications for pulsed
propellant form. The greatest advances have operation. The anode nozzle has a 0.4 mm throat
been with the liquid-fed pulsed electrothermal diameter and is fabricated from 2% thoriated
(PET) thruster,6 8 and with the pulsed arcjet tungsten alloy.
discussed in this paper and previously.4 The
primary difficulty with the PET thruster is that The pulsed arcjet is distinguished from the
the liquid can boil at the injection orifice. With constricted DC arcjet by the large gap of several
the pulsed arcjet discussed here the boiling is mm between cathode and anode. The discharge
eliminated, but the gaseous mass to be heated by occurs in a tubular capillary chamber defined at
the discharge is now determined by the density the ends by the electrodes, and along its length
and volume of the gas in the discharge chamber. by a hole drilled in a boron nitride insulator.

Thruster operation is defined by the parameters
Besides the operational advantages given by of capillary length, capillary diameter, nozzle

single-phase propellant, the gas-fed pulsed throat diameter, mass flow rate, storage
arcjet possesses a unique capability for operating capacitance, and charging current.
in the very low power range of 50-500 watts.
Very low power operation is made possible III Pulsed Thruster Operation
because each pulse is a separate breakdown
event, occurring at a voltage determined by the The constant current power supply charges
propellant density and gap length, typically the capacitors of a standard pulse forming
between 400 and 1400 v. The breakdown voltage network (PFN) until the voltage on the
in the pulsed arcjet is an important design impedance-matched PFN is sufficient to cause
variable, and is determined from the propellant gas breakdown in the capillary to initiate an arc.
type, mass flow rate and discharge chamber At breakdown, the resistance of the propellant
geometry. changes from several megohms to approximately

1 ohm, and the energy stored in the capacitors is
In this paper we discuss our approach to the discharged into the propellant in approximately

pulsed arcjet in the very low power range, using 1 psec. During the first -0.1 sec, the arc current
simulated hydrazine (N2 + 2H 2) propellant. We rises to its peak value and the thruster voltage
describe development work on an air-cooled drops to approximately half of the breakdown
arjet, including numerical modeling, and discuss value. The high pressure, high temperature gas
modification of a 1 kW radiation-cooled arcjet then exhausts through the nozzle as the PFN
for pulsed operation and performance testing. recharges. Energy lost in the anode plus cathode

falls, Vfall, is assumed to be lost to the walls.
II. Experimental Apparatus

.Heat Transfer Model
Two types of pulsed arcjet are currently being

tested at UIUC. The first thruster unit is air- Since tp<<, the arcjet can be modeled in two
cooled and is mounted on a 1.5 m3 vacuum tank segments. The first segment is treated as a
with a 50 mTorr background pressure at 5 mg/s discrete arc-discharge event in which the energy
hydrazine. Propellant is supplied at room stored on the capacitor bank is transferred
temperature by a Unit Instruments 5 slm mass instantaneously to the mass in the capillary.
flow controller. A Converter Power RCS 3000 The enthalpy change to the gas is calculated as
switching power supply (14500 Hz) delivers C(Vb2 - Vb Vfal)/2. Since the enthalpy and the
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mass in the capillary are known, an equilibrium The iteration is continued until the
temperature and pressure can be calculated from voltage on the capacitor bank, V=I t/C, equals
thermodynamics, T=1h,p) and p=p(h,p). These the Paschen breakdown voltage in the capillary,
conditions serve as the initial conditions for the Vb = Vb(nL). The function Vb(nL) is obtained
nozzle flow. experimentally (Fig. 9).

For the second segment, the plasma flow in Variable Fluid Properties
the capillary after the pulse is modeled as
axisymmetic flow in a circular tube with For a high temperature hydrogen-nitrogen
conductive heat transfer. In order to construct a gas mixture, fluid properties are functions of both
model which is less than a full CFD solution, a temperature and pressure. The enthalpy and
number of simplifying assumptions are made to specific heats are determined using the fortran
the full plasma energy equation. First, axial code authored by R. Nachtrieb, 10 which applies
thermal gradients are assumed small relative to the Saha equation to a mixture of two gases.
the radial and time dependent terms. Second the Results are compiled in two 610 element tables,
radial velocity is assumed small enough to be (Figs. 4 and 5), and double interpolation is used to
neglected. determine h and cp for a given T and P. The

electrical conductivity (Fig. 6) is determined
These assumptions, which simplify the using a-Spitzer formula:

energy equation, introduce some error because a
large radial variation in fluid properties results ,I e m lnA 1 e) (2)
in a radial component in velocity. The model (4eo)2 (kT)m3  ei

assumes that this error is small enough that it
does not significantly affect the temperature where the usual formulation has been modified
distribution. Neglecting both axial convection to include the effect of electron-neutral
and radiation reduces the energy equation to the collisions. 11 The collision frequency ratio is
following: significant and is evaluated using particle

densities obtained from the Nachtrieb code and
- h) -1- ( r ) = 0 (1) collison cross-section data from Dresvin. 12 The

at r r ar results compare well with the experimental data
of Morris.'

This equation is simply the one-dimensional,
time-dependent heat conduction equation. We For thermal conductivity (Fig. 7), a curve fit
have chosen to evaluate this equation using to the results of Devoto for partially ionized
finite differences based on a Crank-Nicolson hydrogen is used in the model 14

differencing scheme and accounting for variable
fluid properties, r, p, and Cp. The differencing PFN - Thruster Matching
equations give a tridiagonal NxN matrix, which
is inverted using the method of Claussing 9. This The electrical response of the PFN-thruster
technique is efficient in that only 8N operations combination can be modeled as an RLC circuit
are required to obtain a solution. The approach with the resistance determined by the propellant
allows for direct calculation of the temperature in the capillary. The goal is to obtain a
profile and the heat transfer at the wall versus critically damped circuit so that the energy is
time. efficiently transferred without oscillating

between the anode and the cathode. Oscillations
An iterative approach is used to update the will result in significant cathode wear and

mass, total enthalpy, and pressure in the unacceptable losses in the anode and cathode
capillary. The boundary layer assumption that falls. A critically damped circuit occurs when
pressure is independent of radius is applied, and CR2/4L = 1. The inductance of the thruster-PFN
the pressure is adjusted at each time step. The combination must be sufficiently low or the circuit
mass leaving the capillary is calculated using will be underdamped. The resistance depends on
ideal gas equations and a bulk propellant the capacitance, since as C is increased, the
temperature. Both variable grid spacing and a energy transferred per pulse is increased. The
variable time step are used. Typically, only 40 propellant is heated to a higher temperature,
radial grid points are required to obtain a and the resistance decreases.
solution, with approximately 1000 time steps per
pulse.

3
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IV. Results and Discussion I/VT = 8.4 ohms. The PFN voltage does not go to
zero because the circuit is overdamped, and the

In order to mod._ the pulsed arcjet, the arc extinguishes before all the PFN energy is
voltage breakdown characteristics of the transferred to the propellant. When the thruster
propellant must be known. Single shot and PFN are more closely matched, the voltage
experimental data was used to construct a on the PFN goes to zero before the next charging
Paschen curve for simulated hydrazine (Fig. 9). cycle begins. The pulse rate is relatively high;
The data fall between the pure hydrogen and the PFN for a radiation-cooled thruster will be
nitrogen curves as expected, though the scatter in re-designed to achive a pulse rate at 2000-4000
the data is relatively high. The scatter is pps, The numerical model for the air-cooled
probably caused by shot-to-shot variations in configuration converges to a pulse rate and
surface conditions of the cathode, anode, and breakdown voltage that differs from the
capillary wall between tests, which can experimental results by only 6%.
significantly alter the breakdown voltage. In
general, only the first few pulses are affected by A series of pulses was modeled to evaluate
these variations, and once the thruster is the startup characteristics of a pulsed arcjet. Fig.
operating, the breakdown voltage settles to a 14 shows that the voltage breakdown condition
constant value and varies less than 5 percent on the second pulse is reached before the mass in
during any given test the capillary recharges to its inital value. The

starting mass in the capillary decreases at each
Experimental results for an air-cooled helium pulse until a steady state is reached after 10-15

pulsed arcjet with 350 K outer wall temperature pulses. The mean propellant mass is roughly 2/3
are reported in reference 4, and the numerical of the cold mass at startup. The breakdown
model is compared with these results. At 440 voltage is highest for the first pulse and
watts and 2300 pps, the model gives a calculated decreases until the thruster reaches its steady
thermal efficiency of 59% versus 43% state operating point.
experimental. At 750 watts, the results are 60%
and 43% respectively. The calculated thermal A sensitivity analysis was performed to
efficiency is higher in both cases because the determine the effect of the six design parameters
numerical model assumes 1-dimensional heat (Ir, C, I, d*, D, and L) on the thruster average
transfer in the insulator, although the insulator power and pulse rate, and the results are shown
geometry is such that end effects are not in Figures 15-20. The thruster average power is
negligible, and the heat transfer to the thruster highly sensitive to the propellant mass flow
support structure is significant. A modification to rate. As mass flow is increased (Fig. 15), the
the model is planned to account for 2-dimensional capillary pressure and the Paschen parameter nL
heat transfer in the insulator, increase linearly. The higher voltage

breakdown then automatically provides more
Initial testing of the air-cooled thruster with energy on the PFN, and power increases linearly

simulated hydrazine propellant has been with Vb for a given charging current, since P = I
performed. A thruster operating at 92 watts and Vb/2. The pulse rate varies nearly inversely
14450 pps was demonstrated with a geometry of with the breakdown voltage because the power
d* = .7 mm, L = 8.6 mm, and D = 3.7 mm. The can also be expressed as P = CVb 2 (pps) /2.
charge-discharge cycle is shown in Fig. 10, which Decreasing the nozzle throat diameter (Fig. 16)
displays the voltage on the PFN capacitors increases the pressure in the capillary and has a
versus time. The high pulse rate approaches the similar effect as increasing the mass flow.
switching capability of the constant current
power supply, causing the charge wave form to Changing the PFN capacitance (Fig. 17)

Sdeviate significantly from a clean sawtooth. changes the power only slightly. If the
However, since the energy discharge time is <1 capacitance is increased, the pulse rate decreases
js, plasma flow is unaffected by the shape of the because more time is required to charge the
charging waveform, and the thruster capacitors for a given charging current. The PFN
performance depends only on the breakdown capacitance sets the energy delivered per pulse to
voltage, the propellant, but the breakdown voltage is

essentially the same for different capacitances.
The current discharge pulse is shown in Fig. Thus the increase in capacitance is offset by a

11, with a peak current of 48 amps and a pulse decrease in pulse rate, and the average power is
width of 0.4 gs at half amplitude. The capillary essentially constant.
resistance at peak current is calculated from R =

4
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Figure 1: Schematic of high frequency gas-fed
pulsed arcjet

Figure 2: Schematic of the radiation-cooled
pulsed arcjet.
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